Chapter: 3183
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

【 burst! Tang Qian cheered and fell, and the little junior sister was
black-faced all the way! 】
This news aroused Xiaodong’s sensitive nerves. She hurriedly handed
the phone to Yang Ning and hurriedly said, “Look, those media have
posted!”
Yang Ning was stunned for a moment, then took the phone quickly, his
eyes fixed on the screen, his brows furrowed more and more deeply.
She had almost finished reading the media comments, and sneered:
“These people have more dramas than me, why am I dissatisfied with
Tang Qian’s unauthorized arrival and pushed her off the stage?
Ordinary people will be in front of everyone’s eyes. Revenge on others
for this reason?”
While flipping through Weibo, Yang Ning held her breath in her heart,
and the more she looked down, the more she gritted her teeth at Tang
Qian.
“These comments are really unsightly!” Xiaodong was holding the
computer, frowning and flipping through the comments, almost
jumping in anger: “What nonsense! You said you were jealous of Tang
Qian and deliberately made her disabled!”
Hearing this, Yang Ning sneered twice, turned off the screen of her
mobile phone, and was too lazy to read the random speculations of
those netizens.
“Don’t look at it, when Qiwei publishes his Weibo, things will turn
around.” Yang Ning looked calm, stood up and stretched, and
automatically blocked those dazzling words in his mind.
However, Xiaodong couldn’t be as calm as Yang Ning, she angrily
accused those false remarks, and started scolding the trolls on the
Internet when she typed the keyboard.
Looking at Xiaodong’s energy, Yang Ning didn’t stop her, only she
knew that she seemed calm, but she silently sent several text messages
to Qiwei, urging him to send things quickly.
After a while, Yang Ning’s cell phone suddenly rang. She glanced at it
and found that it was a text message from Qiwei.
“Things are automatically released at five o’clock, you pay attention.”
Yang Ning glanced at the time. It was only a minute away from five
o’clock. She sighed, and her disturbed mood finally eased a little.
“Yang Ning, Qiwei has posted on Weibo! It’s going to be a topic
soon!” A minute passed, Xiaodong sat next to Yang Ning with his
computer in his arms, and pointed to her excitedly.
[The popular actress coveted the little fresh meat and was framed by
the rumored girl]
I have to say that Qiwei’s gossip level is still very high. Yang Ning felt
that it was enough after reading the full text. Although Tang Qian’s
name was not mentioned in the full text, the articles released at such a
sensitive time can be easily guessed by netizens. Guess.
Sure enough, when Yang Ning clicked on the comment, someone
inside had already restored the overall situation, as if he had seen it
with his own eyes at the scene.
[My God, this is talking about Tang Qian, Yang Qingfeng and that
Yang Ning? Tell me if I’m a full scorer! 】
[Wow, this play is really exciting, I guess it must have been Tang Qian
who fell on purpose, and then blamed Yang Ning! 】
The various speculations in the comments made the whole thing more
confusing. Those black fans of Tang Qian basically stood on Yang
Ning’s side. This time, Yang Ning was not the only one standing on the
cusp of public opinion.
Looking at the screen, Yang Ning finally rested on the sofa with peace
of mind, in a happy mood, and showed his first smile after the incident:
“Qiwei’s article is well written, it seems that this time I will give him a
big tip, and thank you. Just a moment.”
“Indeed, he’s here, but it’s making the water even more muddy.”
Xiaodong flipped through Weibo and saw Yang Ning smiling, his
mood involuntarily became relaxed, and the tone of his speech was full
of Playful feel.
“Hey, wait, what is this?” She kept flipping through Weibo aimlessly,
and Xiaodong suddenly listed people related to Yang Ning’s topic. She
fixed her eyes and lost her voice: “Lu… Yang Qingfeng I tweeted for
you…”
“what?”
Yang Ning’s dangling heart was lifted again, she immediately rushed to
the computer and stared at the screen carefully.
I saw that it was written – “Yang Ning would not do such a thing. As a
human being, he should still have a good heart and accumulate virtue
in his mouth.”

